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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The invention relates to a sheet processing de-
vice according to the preamble of claim 1 and a sheet
processing device according to the preamble of claim 10.
Accordingly, the present disclosure relates to sheet
processing devices that perform preset processing on a
sheet, such as stapling, and image forming apparatuses
including such a device.
[0002] Image forming apparatuses of some type in-
clude a post sheet processing device. The post sheet
processing device performs post processing, such as
stapling, on a sheet on which an image is formed by an
image forming apparatus main body, such as a copier,
a multifunction peripheral, etc.
[0003] Some post sheet processing device includes an
exit tray and a staple contact strip. To the exit tray, book-
like bound sheets, that is, a plurality of sheets subjected
to stapling are ejected. The staple contact strip is provid-
ed at a position corresponding to a staple part of sheets
subjected to stapling and is capable of intercepting a light
beam of a photointerrupter.
[0004] In view of the fact that where the book-like
bound sheets are stapled at their one corner part, the
staple part is higher than any other part and the inclination
of the topmost surface of the book-like bound sheets be-
comes large, the post sheet processing device detects
the upper limit of the book-like bound sheets stacked on
the exit tray and moves the exit tray downward. In other
words, when the staple contact strip comes in contact
with and is pushed upward by the topmost surface of the
book-like bound sheets ejected to the exit tray, the light
beam of the photointerrupter is intercepted, so that the
upper limit of the book-like bound sheets stacked on the
exit tray is detected. Accordingly, the exit tray is lifted
down so as to allow the next book-like bound sheets to
be ejected.
[0005] US 2002/079642 A1 discloses sheet process-
ing devices according to the initially-mentioned types.

SUMMARY

[0006] A sheet processing device according to the first
mode of the present disclosure includes an exit tray and
a sheet alignment mechanism. On the exit tray, ejected
sheets or ejected sheet sheaves subjected to stapling
are stacked. The sheet alignment mechanism is config-
ured to align, when at least a sheet is ejected, the sheets
in a manner to be in contact with and catch opposite
edges of the sheets stacked on the exit tray from a base
end side of the exit tray. When a sheet sheaf is ejected,
the sheet alignment mechanism comes in contact with a
plurality of points on a topmost surface of the sheet
sheaves stacked on the exit tray to detect a height dif-
ference between the plurality of points.
[0007] A sheet processing device according to the sec-

ond mode of the present disclosure includes an exit tray
and a sheet alignment mechanism. On the exit tray, eject-
ed sheets or ejected sheet sheaves subjected to stapling
are stacked. The sheet alignment mechanism is config-
ured to align at least the sheets stacked on the exit tray
in a manner to move the sheets in a shifting direction
orthogonal to an ejection direction in which a sheet is
ejected and to a stacking direction in which a sheet is
stacked. The sheet alignment mechanism includes a pair
of alignment members and a pair of moving mechanisms.
The pair of alignment members are capable of coming
in contact with opposite end parts of at least the sheets
in the shifting direction. The pair of moving mechanisms
are configured to move the pair of alignment members
in the shifting direction. When the stapling is performed
on one end parts of sheet sheaves in the shifting direc-
tion, one of the pair of moving mechanisms moves an
alignment member of the pair of alignment members,
which is arranged correspondingly to the other end parts
of the sheet sheaves in the shifting direction, to a receiv-
ing position. The receiving position is a position displaced
in the shifting direction from a reference position to sep-
arate the alignment member from the sheet sheaves. The
reference position is a position where the alignment
member comes in contact with the other end parts of the
sheet sheaves.
[0008] An image forming apparatus according to the
third mode of the present disclosure includes a sheet
processing device according to the above first or second
mode and an image forming apparatus main body. The
image forming apparatus main body forms an image on
the sheets.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a cross sectional view schematically show-
ing an image forming apparatus according to one
embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing a sheet
processing device according to one embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a sheet alignment
mechanism of the sheet processing device accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present disclosure,
and shows a state in which alignment members are
located at respective home positions.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the sheet alignment
mechanism of the sheet processing device accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present disclosure,
and shows a state in which the alignment member
are located at respective detection positions.
FIG. 5 is a plan view schematically showing moving
mechanisms of the sheet processing device accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 6 is an exploded perspective view showing a
part of one of rotation mechanisms of the sheet
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processing device according to one embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 7 is a perspective view showing the rotation
mechanism of the sheet processing device accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing a configuration of
a controller of the sheet processing device according
to one embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 9 is a perspective view for explaining sheet
alignment in the sheet alignment mechanism of the
sheet processing device according to one embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 10 is a side view of the sheet alignment mech-
anism of the sheet processing device according to
one embodiment of the present disclosure, and
shows a state in which the alignment members are
located at respective escape positions or respective
standby positions.
FIG. 11 is a perspective view for explaining height
detection of sheet sheaves in the sheet alignment
mechanism of the sheet processing device accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 12 is a side view for explaining an operation for
preventing collapse of sheet sheaves in the sheet
alignment mechanism of the sheet processing de-
vice according to one embodiment of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 13 is a side view for explaining an operation for
preventing collapse of sheet sheaves in the sheet
alignment mechanism of the sheet processing de-
vice according to the first variation of one embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] Embodiments of the present disclosure will be
described below with reference to the accompanying
drawings. It is noted that the same reference numerals
denote the same or corresponding elements in the draw-
ings, and the description thereof will not be repeated.
The following description assumes for the sake of con-
venience that: the Y direction is an ejection direction in
which a sheet P or a sheet sheaf S is ejected; the Z
direction is a stacking direction or vertical direction in
which a sheet P or a sheet sheaf S is stacked; and the
X direction, which is orthogonal to the ejection direction
and the stacking direction, is a shifting direction or back-
and-forth direction. Further, a front Fr is set in each draw-
ing. The X, Y, and Z directions are orthogonal to one
another. In the present embodiment, the X and Y direc-
tions are parallel to the horizontal axis, while the Z direc-
tion is parallel to the perpendicular axis.
[0011] First of all, an overall configuration of an image
forming apparatus 1 according to one embodiment of the
present disclosure will be described with reference to
FIGS. 1 and 2. FIG. 1 is a cross sectional view schemat-
ically showing the image forming apparatus 1. FIG. 2 is
a perspective view showing a sheet processing device 3.

[0012] As shown in FIG. 1, the image forming appara-
tus 1 includes an image forming apparatus main body 2
and the sheet processing device 3. The image forming
apparatus main body 2 forms an image on a sheet P.
The sheet processing device 3 performs post processing
on a sheet P on which an image is formed (printed).
[0013] The image forming apparatus main body 2 in-
cludes an apparatus main body 4 substantially in a box
shape. In the interior of the apparatus main body 4, an
image forming device 5, an image reading device 6 for
reading an image of an original document, etc. are ac-
commodated. Further, an auto document feeder (ADF)
7 is provided on top of the apparatus main body 4. The
auto document feeder 7 automatically sends original doc-
uments on a sheet-by-sheet basis to an image reading
position of the image reading device 6.
[0014] The image forming device 5 performs image
forming processing on the basis of image data transmit-
ted from a personal computer or the image reading device
6, for example. The image forming device 5 includes a
sheet accommodating section 8, four image forming sec-
tions 10, a fusing device 11, and a sheet ejecting section
12. The sheet accommodating section 8 accommodates
sheets P, such as copy paper. The four image forming
sections 10 transfer toner images to a sheet P fed from
the sheet accommodating section 8 to a conveyance path
9. The fusing device 11 fuses toner images, which are
transferred to a sheet P, to the sheet P. The sheet ejecting
section 12 ejects a sheet P on which toner images are
fused. It is noted that the sheet P is not limited to a re-
cording medium of paper and may be a sheet-like record-
ing medium, such as a resin film, an overhead projector
(OHP) sheet, etc.
[0015] An exposure unit 13 including a laser scanning
unit is arranged above the sheet accommodating section
8. An intermediate transfer belt 14 as an image bearing
member is arranged above the exposure unit 13. The
intermediate transfer belt 14 is wound between a plurality
of rollers. Four toner containers 15 for the respective ton-
er colors are provided above the intermediate transfer
belt 14. Moreover, the four image forming sections 10 for
the respective toner colors are provided along the lower
side of the intermediate transfer belt 14.Z
[0016] Each image forming section 10 includes a pho-
tosensitive drum 16, a charger 17, a developing device
18, a primary transfer section 19, a cleaner 20, and a
static eliminator 21. The photosensitive drum 16 is pro-
vided rotatably. The charger 17, the developing device
18, the primary transfer section 19, the cleaner 20, and
the static eliminator 21 are arranged around the photo-
sensitive drum 16 in the order of the process of primary
transfer.
[0017] The conveyance path 9 for a sheet P is formed
in the interior of the apparatus main body 4. A feeding
section 22 is provided at the upstream part of the con-
veyance path 9. The feeding section 22 takes out a sheet
P from the sheet accommodating section 8. A secondary
transfer section 23 is provided at the rear end of the in-
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termediate transfer belt 14 in the midstream of the con-
veyance path 9. The fusing device 11 is provided down-
stream of the secondary transfer section 23 in the con-
veyance path 9. The fusing device 11 includes a heating
roller and a pressure roller.
[0018] A switching section 26 is provided at the down-
stream end of the conveyance path 9. The switching sec-
tion 26 switches the conveyance direction of a sheet P
between a direction toward a first sheet ejecting section
24 and a direction toward a second sheet ejecting section
25. A sheet P ejected outside the apparatus main body
4 from the first sheet ejecting section 24 is stacked on
the sheet ejecting section 12. By contrast, a sheet P eject-
ed outside the apparatus main body 4 from the second
sheet ejecting section 25 is conveyed to the interior of
the sheet processing device 3.
[0019] It is noted that the image reading device 6 and
the auto document feeder 7 have the same configura-
tions as a general image reading device and a general
auto document feeder which have their functions, respec-
tively. Therefore, description of them is omitted.
[0020] Description will be made about an image form-
ing operation by the image forming apparatus main body
2. When image data (instruction to start printing) is input
from a computer connected to the image forming appa-
ratus main body 2 or the image reading device 6, each
exposure device 13 first performs exposure according to
image data on the surface of the corresponding photo-
sensitive drum 16 charged by the corresponding charger
17. Then, each developing device 18 develops an elec-
trostatic latent image formed on the surface of the cor-
responding photosensitive drum 16 to obtain a toner im-
age in a corresponding color. Each primary transfer sec-
tion 19 primarily transfers the corresponding toner image
to the intermediate transfer belt 14. The above operation
by the image forming sections 10 forms a full color toner
image on the intermediate transfer belt 14. Each cleaner
20 and each static eliminator 21 remove residual toner
and electrical charges on the corresponding photosen-
sitive drum 16.
[0021] By contrast, a sheet P taken out from the sheet
accommodating section 8 by the feeding section 22 is
conveyed to the secondary transfer section 23 in syn-
chronization with the aforementioned image forming op-
eration. The full color toner image on the intermediate
transfer belt 14 is secondary transferred to the sheet P.
Then, the sheet P is conveyed to the fusing device 11
through the conveyance path 9. The sheet P to which
the toner images are fused by the fusing device 11 enters
the first or second sheet ejecting section 24 or 25 and is
ejected to the sheet ejecting section 12 or in the interior
of the sheet processing device 3.
[0022] The sheet processing device 3 will be described
next. The sheet processing device 3 conveys each of
sheets P ejected from the second sheet ejecting section
25 of the image forming apparatus main body 2 to the
interior of its box body 30 and performs post processing
on the sheet P, such as stapling, perforation, folding, etc.

[0023] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the sheet processing
device 3 incudes the box body 30 substantially in a box
shape, a carry in section 31, a main exit tray (exit tray)
33, a sub exit tray 35, a holding drum 36, a variety of
conveyance path switching members, a variety of rollers,
etc. Each sheet P ejected from the second sheet ejecting
section 25 is conveyed to the carry in section 31. Sheets
P ejected from the main ejection section 32 or sheet
sheaves S ejected after subjected to stapling are stacked
on the main exit tray 33. The sub exit tray 35 receives
each sheet P ejected from a sub ejection section 34. The
holding drum 36 temporarily withdraws a sheet P to a
preset conveyance path.
[0024] Further, the sheet processing device 3 includes
a puncher 37, a stapler 38, a sheet folder 39, a sheet
alignment mechanism 40, and a controller 41. The
puncher 37 performs perforation on a sheet P. The sta-
pler 38 stacks a plurality of sheets P and staples them
with a needle (staple). The sheet folder 39 folds a sheet
P. The sheet alignment mechanism 40 moves at least
sheets P stacked on the main exit tray 33 in the shifting
direction for alignment. The shifting direction is orthogo-
nal to the ejection and stacking directions of a sheet P.
In the present embodiment, the sheet alignment mech-
anism 40 also moves sheet sheaves S stacked on the
main exit tray 33 in the shifting direction for alignment.
The controller 41 controls each device and mechanism.
[0025] A first conveyance path L1 extending from the
carry in section 31 is connected to the main ejection sec-
tion 32 provided at the upper part of a side wall 30a of
the box body 30. A second conveyance path L2 branch-
ing from the first conveyance path L1 is connected to the
sub ejection section 34 provided at the upper part of the
box body 30. Moreover, a third conveyance path L3
branching from the first conveyance path L1 is connected
to the sheet folder 39. In addition, a fourth conveyance
path L4 branching from the third conveyance path L3 is
curved along the circumference of the holding drum 36
and is merged into the first conveyance path L1.
[0026] A sheet P carried from the carry in section 31
is sent out downstream by an intermediate roller pair 42.
A plurality of main ejection section roller pairs 43 are pro-
vided at the terminal end of the first conveyance path L1.
It is noted that only each one roller of the main ejection
section roller pairs 43 is shown in FIG. 2, and the other
rollers are omitted. The main ejection section roller pairs
43 serve as an ejection mechanism that sends out a sheet
P or a sheet sheaf S to the main exit tray 33. Each one
of the plurality of main ejection section roller pairs 43 is
fixed to a roller shaft extending in the shifting direction
above the main exit tray 33. Each of the others of the
plurality of main ejection section roller pairs 43 is fixed
to a roller shaft extending in the shifting direction.
[0027] In order to send out a sheet P to the stapler 38,
each one of the main ejection section roller pairs 43 sep-
arates from the other corresponding one thereof to re-
lease the nip. On the main exit tray 33, a sheaf of sheets
P (a sheet sheaf S), which is subjected to stapling by the
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stapler 38, is stacked. It is noted that a sheet P not sub-
jected to post processing or a sheet P subjected to only
perforation may be stacked on the main exit tray 33.
[0028] The main exit tray 33 extends outward and up-
ward from the side wall 30a of the box body 30. FIG. 1
shows a state in which the main exit tray 33 is located at
a home position (the topmost level). The main exit tray
33 is lifted up and down in the vertical direction along the
side wall 30a by controlling and driving a lifting controller
45. Further, an upper limit sensor 46 is provided in the
vicinity under the main ejection section roller pairs 43.
The upper limit sensor 46 monitors the height of sheets
P or sheet sheaves S ejected and stacked on the main
exit tray 33.
[0029] Specifically, the upper limit sensor 46 is ar-
ranged at a preset position of the sheet processing device
3 (hereinafter referred to as "preset position L"). The pre-
set position L is located outside the base end of the main
exit tray 33 in the shifting direction and above the base
end part of the main exit tray 33. The upper limit sensor
46 monitors in the shifting direction the height of stacked
sheet sheaves S or stacked sheets P from the preset
position L. Upon detection of the fact that the total height
of a plurality of sheet sheaves S or a plurality of sheets
P exceeds the preset position L, the upper limit sensor
46 outputs a detection signal to the controller 41 (a control
section 41a).
[0030] A sub ejecting section roller pair 44 are provided
at the terminal end of the second conveyance path L2.
The sub ejecting section roller pair 44 sends out a sheet
P to the sub exit tray 35. A sheet P not subjected to post
processing in the sheet processing device 3 or sheets P
subjected to only perforation may be stacked mainly on
the sub exit tray 35.
[0031] The holding drum 36 conveys a sheet P con-
veyed in the third conveyance path L3 to the fourth con-
veyance path L4 and circulates it through the first con-
veyance path L1. That is, the holding drum 36 keeps the
first sheet P or the plural sheets P of a preset number of
sheets P, which are to be subjected to stapling next, wait-
ing until currently performed stapling is finished.
[0032] The puncher 37 is arranged between the carry
in section 31 and the intermediate roller pair 42 to face
the first conveyance path L1 from above. The puncher
37 performs perforation on a sheet P conveyed through
the first conveyance path L1 with preset timing.
[0033] The stapler 38 includes a tray 38a, a claw mem-
ber 38b, and a stapling section 38c. A preset number of
sheets P are stacked on the tray 38a. The claw member
38b aligns the edge of the stacked sheets P. The stapling
section 38c staples the preset number of sheets P, of
which edge is aligned, with the use of a staple. As a result,
the preset number of sheets P stapled with the staple,
that is, a sheet sheaf S is obtained. Hereinafter, a staple
that staples a sheet sheaf S may be referred to as a staple
part T. A sheet sheaf S is conveyed up to the main ejec-
tion section roller pairs 43 by the claw member 38b, which
moves along the tray 38a, and is ejected to the main exit

tray 33 by the main ejection section roller pairs 43.
[0034] The sheet folder 39 is provided on the down-
stream side of the third conveyance path L3. The sheet
folder 39 performs folding to fold an introduced sheet P
or sheet sheaf S in half or twice. The folded sheet P or
sheet sheaf S is ejected to the lower exit tray 39b through
the lower ejection section 39a.
[0035] With reference to FIGS. 2-7, the sheet align-
ment mechanism 40 will be described next. FIGS. 3 and
4 are perspective views showing the sheet alignment
mechanism 40. FIG. 5 is a plan view schematically show-
ing moving mechanisms 54A and 54B. FIGS. 6 and 7 are
perspective views showing a rotation mechanism 57A.
[0036] As shown in FIG. 2, the sheet alignment mech-
anism 40 is arranged above the main ejection section
roller pairs 43 in the main ejection section 32.
[0037] As shown in FIGS. 2-4, the sheet alignment
mechanism 40 includes a mechanism main body 50, a
pair of alignment members 51A and 51B, a pair of a ped-
estals 52A and 52B, a rail 53, a pair of moving mecha-
nisms 54A and 54B, a pair of rotary shafts 55A and 55B,
a rotary shaft 56, a pair of rotation mechanisms 57A and
57B, and a detection mechanism 58.
[0038] The pair of alignment members 51A and 51B
are independently rotatable about an axial line in the shift-
ing direction. The pair of alignment members 51A and
51B are at least capable of coming into contact with the
respective opposite end parts of sheets P in the shifting
direction. In the present embodiment, the pair of align-
ment members 51A and 51B are also capable of coming
in contact with the respective opposite end parts of sheet
sheaves S in the shifting direction. The pedestals 52A
and 52B support the alignment members 51A and 51B,
respectively. The rail 53 supports the pair of alignment
members 51A and 51B movably in the shifting direction
through the pair of pedestals 52A and 52B, respectively.
The pair of moving mechanisms 54A and 54B move the
pair of alignment members 51A and 51B in the shifting
direction, respectively. Specifically, the moving mecha-
nisms 54A and 54B move the alignment members 51A
and 51B, respectively, along the rail 53.
[0039] The rotary shaft 55A and the rotary shaft 56
support the alignment member 51A rotatably. The rotary
shaft 55B and the rotary shaft 56 support the alignment
member 51B rotatably. The rotation mechanisms 57A
and 57B rotate the alignment members 51A and 51B in
the stacking direction about the rotary shafts 55A and
55B extending in the shifting direction above the main
exit tray 33, respectively. The alignment member 51A is
arranged correspondingly to the rear end parts (one end
parts in the shifting direction) of sheet sheaves S. In other
words, the alignment member 51A is arranged on the
rear end side (one end side) of sheet sheaves S. The
alignment member 51B is arranged correspondingly to
the front end parts (the other end parts in the shifting
direction) of the sheet sheaves S. In other words, the
alignment member 51B is arranged on the front end side
(the other end side) of sheet sheaves S. The detection
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mechanism 58 detects a difference in amount of rotation
between the alignment members 51A and 51B. Specifi-
cally, the detection mechanism 58 detects a difference
in amount of rotation between the rear alignment member
51A rotated by the rotation mechanism 57A and the front
alignment member 51B rotated by the rotation mecha-
nism 57B.
[0040] The terms, "rear" and "front" in "rear end side"
and "front end side" hereinafter mean the rear and the
front of each sheet P or each sheet sheaf S stacked on
the main exit tray 33 in the shifting direction, respectively.
[0041] As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the mechanism main
body 50 includes a pair of first support members 60, an
intermediate support member 61, a pair of second sup-
port members 62, and a pair of third support members
63. The pair of first support members 60 are provided at
the opposite ends of the mechanism main body 50 in the
shifting direction. The intermediate support member 61
is provided at the central part of the mechanism main
body 50 in the shifting direction. The pair of second sup-
port members 62 are provided above the pair of first sup-
port members 60. The pair of third support members 63
are provided above the pair of second support members
62.
[0042] As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the rotary shafts
55A and 55B extend in the shifting direction. The rotary
shafts 55A and 55B are arranged side by side in the shift-
ing direction. The inside ends of the rotary shafts 55A
and 55B which face each other are not connected togeth-
er and are arranged with a preset space apart from each
other. The intermediate support member 61 supports the
inside ends of the rotary shafts 55A and 55B. The outside
ends of the rotary shafts 55A and 55B are supported by
one and the other of the pair of first support members
60, respectively. The rotary shafts 55A and 55B are in-
dependently provided so as to be rotatable about the
axial line in the shifting direction. The rotary shaft 56 is
provided above and in parallel to the rotary shafts 55A
and 55B. The opposite ends of the rotary shaft 56 are
supported by the pair of second support members 62 to
be rotatable about the axial line. The rail 53 is provided
above and in parallel to the rotary shaft 56. The opposite
ends of the rail 53 are fixed to the pair of third support
members 63.
[0043] The alignment members 51A and 51B each are
substantially a plate-like shape and include a flat portion
extending in the stacking direction and the ejection di-
rection. The alignment members 51A and 51B are each
formed to have a smaller base end part and larger distal
end part. The flat portions of the alignment members 51A
and 51B are configured to press the rear and front end
parts of each sheet P, respectively.
[0044] It is noted that the alignment members 51A and
51B have substantially the same configuration. There-
fore, description will focus only on the rear alignment
member 51A, while description of the front alignment
member 51B is omitted. Similarly, description will focus
on each rear one, and description of each front one is

omitted as for the pedestals 52A and 52B, the moving
mechanisms 54A and 54B, and the rotation mechanisms
57A and 57B. Further, the same numerals are assigned
as reference signs to the corresponding rear and front
element pairs with the letters "A" and "B" attached to the
rear and front elements, respectively.
[0045] The base end part of the rear alignment member
51A is mounted on the rotary shaft 55A to be relatively
non-rotatable and movable along the rotary shaft 55A.
This can allow the alignment member 51A to rotate inte-
grally with the rotary shaft 55A and slide in the shifting
direction.
[0046] The rear pedestal 52A is mounted to be mova-
ble along the rail 53, the rotary shaft 56, and the rotary
shaft 55A. Specifically, a first penetrating part 64 through
which the rail 53 passes in the shifting direction and a
second penetrating part 65 through which the rotary shaft
56 passes in the shifting direction are formed in the ped-
estal 52A. Further, the alignment member 51A and the
rotation mechanism 57A (which will be described later in
detail) that makes the alignment member 51A to rotate
are boarded at the lower part of the pedestal 52A. It is
noted that the rotation mechanism 57A is covered with
a cover 66 (see FIG. 3). FIG. 4 shows the state in which
the cover 66 is taken away.
[0047] As shown in FIG. 5, the rear moving mechanism
54A includes a driven pulley 70, a drive pulley 71, a shift-
ing timing belt 72, and a shifting drive section (stepping
motor or the like) 73. The driven pulley 70 is pivotally
supported by the second support member 62. The drive
pulley 71 is pivotally supported on the intermediate sup-
port member 61. The sifting timing belt 72 is wound be-
tween the driven pulley 70 and the drive pulley 71. The
shifting drive section 73 rotates the drive pulley 71.
[0048] The pedestal 52A is fixed to the shifting timing
belt 72. Accordingly, when the shifting drive section 73
is driven, the moving mechanism 54A moves the pedes-
tal 52A in parallel to the shifting direction along the rail
53. That is, the pair of pedestal 52A and the alignment
member 51A and the pair of pedestal 552B and the align-
ment member 51B are independently movable.
[0049] As shown in FIGS. 4, 6, and 7, the rear rotation
mechanism 57A includes substantially cylindrical first
and second hubs 74 and 75, lower and upper pulleys 76
and 77, a rotation timing belt 78, and a rotation drive
section (stepping motor or the like) 79 (see FIG. 5). The
first hub 74 is formed integrally with the base end part of
the alignment member 51A. The second hub 75 is con-
nected to the first hub 74 relatively rotatably. The lower
pulley 76 is fixed to the second hub 75.
[0050] The upper pulley 77 is mounted on the rotary
shaft 56 to be relatively non-rotatable and movable along
the rotary shaft 56. In one example, the rotary shaft 56
may be formed to have a non-circular shape in cross
section (e.g., D-shape), while the hole of the upper pulley
77 may be in a shape that agrees with the shape of the
rotary shaft 56 in cross section. The rotation timing belt
78 is wound between the lower pulley 76 and the upper
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pulley 77. The rotation drive section 79 rotates the upper
pulley 77 through the rotary shaft 56.
[0051] As shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, the rotary shaft 55A
is relatively non-rotatably inserted through a first through
hole 80 formed in the first hub 74. In one example, the
rotary shaft 55A may be formed to have a non-circular
shape in cross section (e.g., D-shape), while the first
through hole 80 may be in a shape that agrees with the
shape of the rotary shaft 55A in cross section. This can
make the alignment member 51A to be non-rotatable rel-
ative to and movable along the rotary shaft 55A.
[0052] The rotary shaft 55A is rotatably inserted
through a second through hole 81 formed in the second
hub 75. A stepped part 82 is formed in a circumferential
direction at an end part of the first hub 74. The stepped
part 82 has a length of about one fourth of the circumfer-
ence of the first hub 74. A protrusion 83 extending in the
shifting direction is formed at one end of the second hub
75. The end of the first hub 74 is in contact with the end
of the second hub 75 so that the protrusion 83 is inserted
in the stepped part 82 in a movable state in the circum-
ferential direction (with play). Accordingly, the first hub
74 is connected to the second hub 75 relatively rotatably
by a preset angle. In other words, the alignment member
51A has play in rotation.
[0053] When the rotation drive section 79 is driven, the
rotational force is transmitted to the second hub 75
through the rotary shaft 56, the upper pulley 77, the ro-
tation timing belt 78, and the lower pulley 76. The rotation
of the second hub 75 accompanies rotation of the pro-
trusion 83. The protrusion 83 is in contact with a front
end 82a or a rear end 82b of the stepped part 82 of the
first hub 74 to rotate the alignment member 51A together
with the rotary shaft 55A.
[0054] As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the detection mech-
anism 58 is arranged between the alignment members
51A and 51B. The detection mechanism 58 includes a
photointerrupter 84 (sensor) fixed on the intermediate
support member 61 and a pair of to-be-detected mem-
bers 85. One and the other of the pair of to-be-detected
members 85 are mounted non-rotatably on the rotary
shafts 55A and 55B, respectively. Specifically, the one
and the other of the pair of to-be-detected members 85
are fixed on the inside ends of the rotary shafts 55A and
55B, respectively.
[0055] The photointerrupter 84 detects a difference in
amount of rotation between the one and the other of the
pair of to-be-detected members 85. Specifically, the pho-
tointerrupter 84 includes a light emitting element 84a and
a light receiving element 84b. The photointerrupter 84 is
mounted on the intermediate support member 61. The
light emitting element 84a and the light receiving element
84b are arranged with a preset space apart from each
other.
[0056] The pair of to-be-detected members 85 are ar-
ranged between the light emitting element 84a and the
light receiving element 84b. The pair of to-be-detected
members 85 have the same shape, which is formed by

cutting out a part of a disk-shaped member into a fan
shape.
[0057] With reference to FIG. 8, the controller 41 will
be described next. FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing a
configuration of the controller 41.
[0058] The controller 41 includes a control section 41a,
which includes a CPU and an input/output interface, and
a storage section 41b as a storage, such as a ROM and
RAM.
[0059] The control section 41a is in electrical connec-
tion with the lifting controller 45, the upper limit sensor
46, the shifting drive section 73, the rotation drive section
79, the photointerrupter 84, the puncher 37, the stapler
38, the sheet folder 39, a roller drive section 86, etc. It is
noted that though not described, the control section 41a
is also connected to other elements for total control on
the sheet processing device 3. The control section 41a
controls connected elements on the basis of a control
program and control data stored in the storage section
41b. The storage section 41b stores the types and thick-
nesses of sheets P, a preset value (given value RT which
will be described later) that the detection mechanism 58
utilizes, etc.
[0060] With reference to FIGS. 3, 4, and 9-12, control
on the sheet alignment mechanism 40 by the controller
41 will be described next. FIG. 9 is a perspective view
for explaining alignment performed on sheets P. FIG. 10
is a side view of the sheet alignment mechanism 40, and
shows a state in which the alignment members 51A and
51B are positioned at escape positions P2 or standby
positions P4. FIG. 11 is a perspective view for explaining
height detection performed on sheet sheaves S. FIG. 12
is a side view for explaining an operation for preventing
collapse of sheet sheaves S.
[0061] Home positions P1, the escape positions P2,
and reference positions P3 are defined as follows. As
shown in FIGS. 1 and 3, the home positions P1 are po-
sitions where the alignment members 51A and 51B are
accommodated in the box body 30 in a standing-up pos-
ture with their distal edges facing upward. As shown in
FIG. 10, the escape positions P2 are positions where the
pair of alignment members 51A and 51B are distant from
the opposite edges of sheets P or sheet sheaves S in
the shifting direction ejected to the main exit tray 33. Spe-
cifically, the escape position P2 of the alignment member
51A is a position where the alignment member 51A is
separate in the shifting direction from the rear end parts
(one end parts in the shifting direction) of sheets P or
sheet sheaves S. The escape position P2 of the align-
ment member 51B is a position where the alignment
member 51B is separate in the shifting direction from the
front end parts (other end parts in the shifting direction)
of sheets P or sheet sheaves S.
[0062] As shown in FIG. 9, the reference positions P3
are positions where the pair of alignment members 51A
and 51B are in contact with the opposite end parts of
sheets P or sheet sheaves S ejected to the main exit tray
33. Specifically, the reference position P3 of the align-
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ment member 51A is a position where the alignment
member 51A is in contact with the rear end parts (one
end parts in the shifting direction) of sheets P or sheet
sheaves S. The reference position P3 of the alignment
member 51B is a position where the alignment member
51B is in contact with the front end parts (other end parts
in the shifting direction) of sheets P or sheet sheaves S.
It is noted that, as shown in FIG. 3, the alignment mem-
bers 51A and 51B at the home positions P1 are posi-
tioned at the outer ends of the rotary shafts 55A and 55B,
respectively, so as to be distant from each other.
[0063] With reference to FIGS. 9 and 10, description
will be made first about the alignment to align sheets P
ejected to the main exit tray 33.
[0064] The controller 41 (control section 41a) drives
and control the rotation drive section 79 to rotate the
alignment members 51A and 51B from the home posi-
tions P1 to the escape positions P2 (see FIG. 10). It is
noted that since the escape positions P2 differ according
to the size of a to-be-ejected sheet P (e.g., A4 or B5 size),
the controller 41 drives and control the shifting drive sec-
tion 73 to independently move the alignment members
51A and 51B to the positions according to the size of a
sheet P.
[0065] Then, the controller 41 drives and controls the
shifting drive section 73 to move the alignment members
51A and 51B in the shifting direction from the escape
positions P2 to the reference positions P3 (see FIG. 9).
Accordingly, the alignment members 51A and 51B are
moved along the rail 53 and the like to align a plurality of
sheets P by catching the opposite edges of the sheets
P. Further, the sheet alignment mechanism 40 can per-
form alignment on a plurality of sheet sheaves S in a
similar manner. It is noted that the sheet alignment mech-
anism 40 can also perform sorting for sorting and stacking
a plurality of sheets P by displacing them in the shifting
direction per print instruction (job). In this case, the sheet
alignment mechanism 40 performs alignment on each
sheaf of sorted sheets P.
[0066] With reference to FIGS. 10-12, description will
be made next about the height detection to detect the
height of sheet sheaves S ejected to the main exit tray
33. The standby positions P4 and detection positions P5
will be defined. As shown in FIG. 10, the standby posi-
tions P4 are positions where the alignment members 51A
and 51B move to above a topmost surface U of sheet
sheaves S ejected to the main exit tray 33. Specifically,
the standby position P4 of the alignment member 51A is
a position where the alignment member 51A moves to
above a first point A1 on the topmost surface U. The
standby position P4 of the alignment member 51B is a
position where the alignment member 51B moves to
above a second point A2 on the topmost surface U.
[0067] As shown in FIG. 11, the detection position P5
of the alignment member 51A is a position where the
alignment member 51A comes in contact with the first
point A1. The detection position P5 of the alignment
member 51B is a position where the alignment member

51B comes in contact with the second point A2. The first
point A1 is closer to the rear end parts (one end parts in
shifting direction) of sheet sheaves S than the second
point A2, while the second point A2 is closer to the front
end parts (the other end parts in shifting direction) of the
sheet sheaves S than the first point A1.
[0068] First, the controller 41 (the control section 41a)
drives and controls the stapler 38, the main ejection sec-
tion roller pairs 43, and the like to eject each sheet sheaf
S to the main exit tray 33. Herein, each sheet sheaf S is
subjected to one-point stapling. In so doing, each sheet
sheaf S is ejected so that one side of the four sides of
each sheet sheaf S in a rectangular shape, which is the
closest to a staple part T when viewed in plan, is the tail
end side. Accordingly, the sheet sheaves S are stacked
on the main exit tray 33 so that the one side the closest
to the staple part T comes in contact with the side wall
30a (see FIG. 2). The one side the closest to the staple
part T is either one of the two sides that form a corner
where the staple part is located. It is noted that the corner
on the rear end side of each sheet sheaf S is subjected
to stapling in the present embodiment. In other words,
the staple part T is located in the corner on the rear end
side of a sheet sheaf S.
[0069] The controller 41 drives and controls the rota-
tion drive section 79 and the shifting drive section 73 to
move the alignment members 51A and 51B from the
home positions P1 to the standby positions P4 (see the
dashed and double dotted lines in FIG. 10). Specifically,
the controller 41 drives and controls the rotation drive
section 79 to rotate the alignment members 51A and 51B
by a preset angle from the home position P1 toward the
main exit tray 33 and stop. It is noted that the amounts
of rotation of the alignment members 51A and 51B are
the same.
[0070] Then, the controller 41 drives and controls the
shifting drive section 73 to move the alignment members
51A and 51B in the shifting direction according to the size
of a sheet sheaf S. As a result, the alignment members
51A and 51B are moved to above the first point A1 and
the second point A2 on the topmost surface U of the sheet
sheaves S, respectively (see FIG. 2). In other words, the
alignment members 51A and 51B are moved to the stand-
by positions P4. The alignment members 51A and 51B
at the standby positions P4 are positioned so as not to
block sheet sheaf ejection.
[0071] Herein, the first point A1 is located in a region
of the topmost surface U which is raised (hereinafter re-
ferred to as a raised region). The raised region is formed
by accumulation of staple parts T formed by stapling. The
second point A2 is located in a region of the topmost
surface U which is flat (hereinafter referred to as a flat
region). It is noted that the controller 41 preferably sets
the alignment members 51A and 51B at positions 5-50
mm inside from the respective edges of a sheet sheaf S
in the shifting direction. Arrangement of the alignment
members 51A and 51B in the vicinity of the edges can
result in detection of a height difference D where differ-
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ence in height appears noticeably.
[0072] Subsequently, the controller 41 drives and con-
trol the rotation drive section 79 to rotate the alignment
members 51A and 51B from the standby positions P4 to
the detection positions P5 (see FIG. 11). Specifically, the
controller 41 rotates the rear alignment member 51A from
the standby position P4 up to the point where it comes
in contact with the first point A1. Similarly, the controller
41 rotates the front alignment member 51B from the
standby position P4 up to the point where it comes in
contact with the second point A2. Specifically, the rotation
mechanisms 57A and 57B (rotation drive section 79) ro-
tate the alignment members 51A and 51B, respectively,
so that the alignment members 51A and 51B come in
contact with the vicinity of the opposite end parts of the
topmost surface U of the sheet sheaves S in the shifting
direction stacked on the main exit tray 33. In other words,
the rotation mechanism 57A rotates the alignment mem-
ber 51A so that the alignment member 51A arranged
correspondingly to the rear end parts (one end parts in
the shifting direction) of the sheet sheaves S comes in
contact with the first point A1. On the other hand, the
rotation mechanism 57B rotates the alignment member
51B so that the alignment member 51B arranged corre-
spondingly to the front end parts (the other end parts in
the shifting direction) of the sheet sheaves S comes in
contact with the second point A2.
[0073] Accordingly, the detection mechanism 58 de-
tects the difference in amount of rotation between the
rear and front alignment members 51A and 51B. Then,
the height difference D between the first point A1 and the
second point A2 is detected on the basis of the detection
result.
[0074] In the case where sheet sheaf ejection contin-
ues even after detection of the height difference D, the
alignment members 51A and 51B at the detection posi-
tions P5 are reversely rotated to separate from the main
exit tray 33 and move to the standby positions P4. Then,
after a new sheet sheaf S is ejected, the alignment mem-
bers 51A and 51B are rotated again toward the main exit
tray 33 to move to the detection positions P5. Thereafter,
the above operation is repeated until ejection of the last
sheet sheaf S terminates. After termination of sheet sheaf
ejection, the alignment members 51A and 51B are re-
turned to the home position P1 (see FIG. 3).
[0075] Further, in the case of serial sheet sheaf ejec-
tion, the controller 41 drives and controls the lifting con-
troller 45 to lift up/down the main exit tray 33. In other
words, the lifting controller 45 lifts up or down the main
exit tray 33 so that the height of the distal edge C (see
FIG. 11) of sheet sheaves S is kept constant. Specifically,
the lifting controller 45 lifts up or down the main exit tray
33 so that the distal edge C of the sheet sheaves S is
kept always at a predetermined height from a preset ref-
erence. The distal edge C is a corner of the topmost sur-
face U of the ejected sheet sheaves S, which is raised
by accumulation of the staple parts T formed by stapling.
In other words, the distal edge C is a raised corner of the

corners of the topmost surface U of the sheet sheaves
S, which is located closer to the base end part than to
the distal end of the main exit tray 33. Further, the preset
reference means at least one of the floor surface on which
the sheet processing device 3 is placed, the lowermost
level of the sheet processing device 3, the rotary shafts
55A and 55B, the rotary shaft 56, and any of the main
ejection section roller pairs 43 (the ejection mechanism).
[0076] Specifically, the upper limit sensor 46 first de-
tects the distal edge C of the ejected sheet sheaves S
and then outputs the detection signal to the control sec-
tion 41a of the controller 41. Upon receipt of the detection
signal, the controller 41 drives and controls the lifting con-
troller 45 to lift down the main exit tray 33 until the detec-
tion signal from the upper limit sensor 46 is not received.
Next, the controller 41 drives and controls the lifting con-
troller 45 to lift up the main exit tray 33 until the detection
signal from the upper limit sensor 46 is output. Thus, the
height of the distal edge C of the ejected sheet sheaves
S stacked on the main exit tray 33 can be kept constant
and substantially equal to the level of the upper limit sen-
sor 46 (preset position L) regardless of the number of
copies of the sheet sheaves S.
[0077] As described above, the height of the distal
edge C can be controlled to be constant, thereby keeping
the amount of rotation of the alignment member 51A be-
tween the standby position P4 and the first point A1 sub-
stantially constant. On the other hand, the height of the
second point A2 varies according to the height difference
D, so that the amount of rotation of the alignment member
51B varies according to the height difference D. Since
the height of the distal edge C can be kept constant, the
height difference D between the first point A1 with which
the alignment member 51A comes in contact and the
second point A2 with which the alignment member 51B
comes in contact can be detected accurately with refer-
ence to the alignment member 51A coming in contact
with the first point A1. Further, the main exit tray 33 can
be lifted up and down according to the amount of ejected
sheet sheaves S. This enables stacking of much more
sheet sheaves S.
[0078] In comparison with the present embodiment,
one example will be shown in which the alignment mem-
ber 51A cannot serve as the reference because the
height of the distal edge C is not constant. When the main
exit tray 33 is lifted down to the position where the align-
ment member 51A is out of contact with the first point
A1, the amounts of rotation of the alignment members
51A and 51B are the same even if the height difference
D is an allowable limit. This means that the alignment
member 51A cannot serve as the reference. Thus, the
height difference D cannot be detected.
[0079] With reference to FIGS. 3 and 4, each move-
ment of the rotation mechanisms 57A and 57B at rotation
of the alignment members 51A and 51B will be described
herein. In the following description, an interval from a
rotation start of the alignment members 51A and 51B
from the standby positions P4 to contact of the rear align-
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ment member 51A with the first point A1 is defined as a
"first stage". Also, an interval from the contact of the align-
ment member 51A with the first point A1 to contact of the
front alignment member 51B with the second point A2 is
defined as a "second stage".
[0080] First, in the first stage, the protrusion 83 of the
second hub 75 formed at each base end part of the align-
ment members 51A and 51B is in contact with the rear
end 82b of the stepped part 82 of the first hub 74. In the
second stage, the alignment member 51B is rotated with
the protrusion 83 being in contact with the rear end 82b
until the alignment member 51B comes in contact with
the second point A2 (see the protrusion 83 of the align-
ment member 51B shown in FIG. 4). On the other hand,
in the second stage, contact of the alignment member
51A with the first point A1 restricts further rotation of itself.
However, since the protrusion 83 is inserted in the
stepped part 82 with play provided, the lower pulley 76
and the second hub 75 corresponding to the alignment
member 51A can rotate until the protrusion 83 comes in
contact with the front end 82a of the stepped part 82 (see
the protrusion 83 of the alignment member 51A shown
in FIG. 4). Thus, no rotational force is transmitted to the
alignment member 51A, thereby suppressing application
of an excessive load to the alignment member 51A.
[0081] The necessity of the play will be described here
in relation to the rotary shaft 56. The rotary shaft 56 ro-
tates the alignment members 51A and 51B in the stacking
direction. Thus, the amount of rotation of the lower pulley
76 corresponding to the alignment member 51A is the
same as that of the lower pulley 76 corresponding to the
alignment member 51B. Accordingly, in order to make
the difference in amount of rotation between the align-
ment members 51A and 51B according to the height dif-
ference D, the play is necessary.
[0082] Additional description will be made about the
amount of play of the stepped part 82 relative to the pro-
trusion 83. When assuming that the amount of rotation
of each alignment member 51A and 51B upon contact
of the alignment member 51A with the first point A1 is 0,
a maximum amount of rotation of the alignment member
51B in the second stage agrees with a maximum amount
RA of rotation of the alignment member 51A with the play.
The maximum amount RA of rotation is an amount of
rotation from the state in which the protrusion 83 of the
second hub 75 is in contact with the rear end 82b of the
stepped part 82 to the state in which the protrusion 83
comes in contact with the front end 82a, and corresponds
to the amount of the play.
[0083] In order to determine that the difference in
amount of rotation between the alignment members 51A
and 51B is equal to or larger than the given value RT
(amount of rotation for recognition that the height differ-
ence D reaches the allowable limit), the alignment mem-
ber 51B should be capable of rotating at least the given
value RT in the second stage. Accordingly, the maximum
amount RA of rotation is set to be equal to or larger than
the given value RT. It is noted that the maximum amount

RA of rotation is defined by reference to each length of
the stepped part 82 and the protrusion 83 in the circum-
ferential direction.
[0084] As described above, the height of the distal
edge C of the sheet sheaves S is kept constant, which
means that an amount R1 of rotation of the alignment
member 51A, an amount R1 of rotation of the alignment
member 51B, and an amount R1 rotation of each lower
pulley 76 are substantially constant in the first stage. In
the second stage, the alignment member 51B and the
pair of lower pulleys 76 are rotatable by a maximum
amount (R1+RA) of rotation from the standby position P4.
[0085] Herein, each lower pulley 76 is controlled so as
to rotate by an amount RP of rotation from the standby
position P4 and then stop. In the present embodiment,
the amount RP of rotation of each lower pulley 76 is set
equal to or larger than an amount (R1+RT) of rotation
and equal to or smaller than the amount (R1+RA) of ro-
tation.
[0086] In one example, when the alignment member
51B comes in contact with the second point A2 (where
the height difference D is within an allowable range) be-
fore the difference in amount of rotation of the alignment
members 51A and 51B reaches the given value RT, ro-
tation of the alignment member 51B toward the main exit
tray 33 is restricted. While, each lower pulley 76 rotates
up to the amount RP of rotation in the presence of the
play relative to the protrusion 83 in the stepped part 82.
After rotation by the amount RP of rotation, the pair of
lower pulleys 76 rotate in the reverse direction by the
amount RP of rotation. Then, the pair of alignment mem-
bers 51A and 51B are returned to the standby state.
[0087] With reference to FIGS. 3, 4, and 11, description
will be made next about detection of difference in amount
of rotation between the rear and front alignment members
51A and 51B by the detection mechanism 58. The de-
tection mechanism 58 detects the difference in amount
of rotation as the height difference D between the contact
parts of the alignment members 51A and 51B on the top-
most surface U of sheet sheaves S. In other words, the
detection mechanism 58 detects the difference in amount
of rotation as the height difference D between the first
and second points A1 and A2.
[0088] Where the alignment members 51A and 51B
are positioned at the home positions P1, the pair of to-
be-detected members 85 are in the standing-up posture
in the vertical direction (see FIG. 3). At that time, the cut-
out parts of the pair of to-be-detected members 85 agree
with each other when viewed from front (when viewed in
the shifting direction) so that the pair of to-be-detected
members 85 do not intercept the light path between the
light emitting element 84a and the light receiving element
84b. Accordingly, the light receiving element 84b re-
ceives the light from the light emitting element 84a.
[0089] By contrast, as shown in FIGS. 4 and 11, a dif-
ference in amount of rotation between the rear and front
alignment members 51A and 51B is caused according
to the height difference D. When this difference in amount
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of rotation reaches equal to or larger than the given value
RT, the front to-be-detected member 85 intercepts the
light path. Accordingly, the light receiving element 84b,
which cannot receive the light from the light emitting el-
ement 84a, detects the fact that the light path is inter-
cepted. In other words, the light receiving element 84b
detects interception of the light path of the light that the
light emitting element 84a emits. As described so far, the
given value RT is an amount of rotation for recognition
that the height difference D reaches the allowable limit.
In other words, detection of interception of the light path
means that the height difference D reaches the allowable
limit. It is noted that the given value RT (preset value)
can be obtained on an experimental or empirical basis
and is stored in advance in the storage section 41b of
the controller 41. In this manner, the height difference D
can easily be detected by the single detection mecha-
nism 58.
[0090] When the height difference D reaches the al-
lowable limit, an operation for preventing collapse of a
plurality of stacked sheet sheaves S is performed in the
sheet processing device 3 according to the present em-
bodiment. With reference mainly to FIG. 12, description
will be made below about the operation for preventing
collapse of sheet sheaves S.
[0091] First, when the detection result of the detection
mechanism 58 is the given value RT (preset value), the
detection mechanism 58 (the photointerrupter 84) out-
puts a detection signal indicative of interception of the
light path to the control section 41a of the controller 41.
Upon receipt of the detection signal, the controller 41
drives and controls the rotation drive section 79 to rotate
the alignment members 51A and 51B from the detection
positions P5 to the standby positions P4 (see the dashed
and double dotted lines in FIG. 10).
[0092] Subsequently, the controller 41 drives and con-
trols the shifting drive section 73 and the rotation drive
section 79 to rotate and move the alignment members
51A and 51B from the standby positions P4 to the escape
positions P2 (see FIG. 10). Further, the controller 41
drives and controls the shifting drive section 73 to move
the alignment members 51A and 51B from the escape
positions P2 to receiving positions P6 (see FIG. 12). The
receiving position P6 of the alignment member 51A is a
position where the alignment member 51A is displaced
in the shifting direction from the reference position P3 to
separate from the sheet sheaves S. The receiving posi-
tion P6 of the alignment member 51B is a position where
the alignment member 51B is displaced in the shifting
direction from the reference position P3 to separate from
the sheet sheaves S.
[0093] In other words, the alignment member 51A is
moved rearward away from the rear end parts of sheet
sheaves S or sheets P, while the alignment member 51B
is moved frontward away from the front end parts thereof.
Each distance between the reference positions P3 and
the receiving positions P6 is set in the range from 10 mm
to 20 mm. In the present embodiment, for example, the

alignment member 51A is maintained in a state in which
it is moved to the receiving position P6 which is 10 mm
apart rearward from the reference position P3. Also, the
alignment member 51B is maintained in a state in which
it is moved to the receiving position P6 which is 10 mm
apart frontward from the reference position P3.
[0094] According to the sheet processing device 3 in
the present embodiment, in performing stapling on the
rear end parts (one end parts) of sheet sheaves S in the
shifting direction, the controller 41 controls the moving
mechanisms 54A and 54B so that at least the front (the
other) alignment member 51B in the shifting direction is
moved to the receiving position P6 displaced outward
(frontward) in the shifting direction from the reference
position P3,whcih is a point where the alignment member
51B comes in contact with the front end parts (the other
end parts) of the sheet sheaves S. That is, in performing
stapling on the rear end parts (one end parts in the shifting
direction) of sheet sheaves S, the moving mechanism
54B moves the alignment member 51B arranged corre-
spondingly to the front end parts (the other end parts in
the shifting direction) of the sheet sheaves S to the re-
ceiving position P6.
[0095] By employing such a configuration, even if the
staple parts T of sheet sheaves S subjected to one-point
stapling are stacked to increase the inclination of the top-
most surface U to the extent that the balance of the plural
stacked sheet sheaves S is lost (see the arrow in FIGS.
12), the alignment member 51B moved to the receiving
position P6 can receive each sheet sheaf S. Thus, the
plural stacked sheet sheaves S can be prevented from
collapsing. Further, the alignment members 51A and 51B
for alignment of sheets P or sheet sheaves S on the main
exit tray 33 in the shifting direction can work also as a
member for preventing collapse of sheet sheaves S. This
can reduce the number of components when compared
with a configuration with an additional collapse prevent-
ing member. In turn, simplification and cost reduction of
the device can be achieved.
[0096] Besides, according to the sheet processing de-
vice 3 of the present embodiment, when the inclination
of the topmost surface U of plural stacked sheet sheaves
S increases, so that the detection result of the detection
mechanism 58 is the given value RT (preset value), that
is, when the height difference D between the contact part
(the first point A1) of the alignment member 51A with the
topmost surface U and the contact part (the second point
A2) of the alignment member 51B with the topmost sur-
face U reaches the preset value, at least the front (the
other) alignment member 51B separates from the front
end parts (the other end parts) of the sheet sheaves S.
In other words, where plural sheet sheaves S are stacked
on the main exit tray 33 to create a possibility of collapse
of the plural sheet sheaves S, the alignment member 51B
is moved to the receiving position P6. Thus, the many
sheet sheaves S ejected and stacked can be prevented
from collapsing.
[0097] Further, according to the sheet processing de-
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vice 3 of the present embodiment, by setting the distance
where the alignment member 51B (the alignment mem-
ber 51A) is moved (the distance between the reference
position P3 and the receiving position P6) within the pre-
set range as a limit, much more sheet sheaves S can be
stacked, while displacement of the sheet sheaves S in
the shifting direction can be reduced within the preset
range. Thus, the plural stacked sheet sheaves S can be
prevented from losing their balance to the extent of col-
lapse.
[0098] Moreover, according to the sheet processing
device 3 of the present embodiment, when at least a
sheet P is ejected, the sheet alignment mechanism 40
aligns sheets P in a manner to be in contact with and
catch the opposite edges of each sheet P stacked on the
main exit tray 33 from the base end side of the main exit
tray 33, as shown in FIG. 9. Besides, as shown in FIG.
11, ejected sheet sheaves S subjected to stapling are
stacked on the main exit tray 33. Each sheet sheaf S can
be obtained by performing stapling on a plurality of sheets
P. When a sheet sheaf S is ejected, the sheet alignment
mechanism 40 comes in contact with a plurality of points
on the topmost surface U of the sheet sheaves S stacked
on the main exit tray 33 and detects the height difference
D between the plurality of points. In the present embod-
iment, the plurality of points are the first point A1 and the
second point A2. According to the present embodiment,
the sheet alignment mechanism 40 to align sheets P de-
tects the height difference D between the plurality of
points on the topmost surface U of sheet sheaves S
stacked after stapling. Thus, the height difference D can
be detected accurately, and an increase in the number
of dedicated members for detection of the height differ-
ence D can be suppressed.
[0099] Still further, according to the sheet processing
device 3 of the present embodiment, sheet sheaves S
are stacked so that each staple part T is located in the
vicinity of the side wall 30a, as shown in FIG. 2. Accord-
ingly, when compared with a configuration in which sheet
sheaves S are stacked so that each staple part T is lo-
cated on the distal end side of the main exit tray 33, the
length of the alignment members 51A and 51B can be
reduced. This can easily ensure space for accommodat-
ing the alignment members 51A and 51B and can sup-
press a cost increase.
[0100] Yet further, according to the sheet processing
device 3 of the present embodiment, as shown in FIG.
1, the lifting controller 45 controls lifting up and down of
the main exit tray 33 so that the height of the distal edge
C of a plurality of sheet sheaves S is kept constant. Thus,
erroneous detection of the height deference D by the
sheet alignment mechanism 40 (see FIG. 11) can be re-
duced. It is noted that the lifting controller 45 controls
lifting up and down of the main exit tray 33 so that the
height of the topmost surface of a plurality of sheets P is
kept constant also in a similar manner .

<First Variation>

[0101] With reference to FIG. 13, description will be
made next about a sheet processing device 3 (sheet
alignment mechanism 40) according to the first variation
of the present embodiment. FIG. 13 is a side view for
explaining an operation for preventing collapse of sheet
sheaves S in the first variation. It is noted that the same
reference numerals are assigned to the same elements
as in the above embodiment, and description thereof is
omitted.
[0102] The alignment members 51A and 51B move to
the respective receiving positions P6 in the operation for
preventing collapse of sheet sheaves S in the above em-
bodiment, which does not limit the present disclosure.
Only the alignment member 51B, which is located on the
opposite side to the staple parts T of sheet sheaves S,
is moved to the receiving position P6 in the sheet align-
ment mechanism 40 according to the first variation (see
FIG. 13). In other words, the controller 41 moves the
alignment member 51B, which is located ahead in the
direction of collapse of stacked sheet sheaves S, to the
receiving position P6. To do so, a pair of rotary shafts
56A and 56B are provided adjacently so as to be spaced
apart from each other in the shifting direction, similarly
to the rotary shafts 55A and 55B. Additionally, rotation
drive sections 79A and 79B are provided to independ-
ently drive and rotate the rotary shafts 56A and 56B, re-
spectively.
[0103] Description will be made below about an oper-
ation for preventing collapse of sheet sheaves S in the
first variation. First, similarly to the above embodiment,
the controller 41 rotates the alignment members 51A and
51B from the detection positions P5 to the standby posi-
tions P4 (see the dashed and double dotted lines in FIG.
10). Subsequently, the controller 41 drives and controls
the shifting drive section 73 and the rotation drive section
79A to move and rotate the alignment member 51A on
the side of the raised region (the rear end side) from the
standby position P4 to the home position P1 (see FIG.
13). Simultaneously, the controller 41 drives and controls
the shifting drive section 73 and the rotation drive section
79B to move and rotate the alignment member 51B on
the side of the flat region (the front end side) from the
standby position P4 to the escape position P2 (see FIG.
10). Further, the controller 41 drives and controls the
shifting drive section 73 to move the alignment member
51B to the receiving position P6 displaced outward in the
shifting direction from the reference position P3 (see FIG.
13).
[0104] The sheet processing device 3 according to the
first variation of the present embodiment can also prevent
collapse of plural stacked sheet sheaves S in a slimier
manner to the above embodiment.

<Second Variation>

[0105] Description will be made next about a sheet
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processing device 3 (sheet alignment mechanism 40)
according to the second variation of the present embod-
iment. When the detection result of the detection mech-
anism 58 is the given value RT (preset value), the align-
ment member 51B is moved to the receiving position P6
in the above embodiment, which does not limit the
present disclosure. In one example, the controller 41 may
move the alignment member 51B to the receiving position
P6 upon user’s input of an instruction about one-point
stapling through an operating section (not shown). Spe-
cifically, the alignment member 51B is moved to the re-
ceiving position P6 regardless of the amount of sheet
sheaves S stacked on the main exit tray 33. In this case,
the function of the detection mechanism 58 is suspended
(does not perform height detection).
[0106] The alignment member 51B is moved to the re-
ceiving position P6 in the above embodiment including
each variation (hereinafter the embodiment means the
embodiment including each variation), which does not
limit the present disclosure. In one example, the align-
ment member 51B may be moved step by step within the
range from 10 mm to 20 mm from the reference position
P3 according to the progress of ejection and stacking of
sheet sheaves S. Further, the receiving positions P6 may
be the same as the escape positions P2.
[0107] The controller 41 may move the front alignment
member 51B to the receiving position P6 and suspend
sheet sheaf ejection after a preset number of sheet
sheaves S are ejected. Thus, the plural stacked sheet
sheaves S can be prevented from collapsing further ef-
fectively.
[0108] In the case where no height detection is per-
formed (e.g., where sheet alignment is performed), the
controller 41 suspends the function of the detection
mechanism 58 (photointerrupter 84). The photointerrupt-
er 84 is of transmission type in the above embodiment,
but may be of reflection type. In this case, the light re-
ceiving element detects interception of the light path upon
receipt of reflected light from the to-be-detected member
85.
[0109] Furthermore, the corner on the rear end side of
each sheet sheaf S is stapled with a staple (staple part
T) in the above embodiment. Instead, the corner on the
front end side of each sheet sheaf S may be stapled with
a staple (staple part T). In this case, the controller 41
moves at least the alignment member 51A to the receiv-
ing position P6. The alignment member 51B may be con-
trolled and moved to the home position P1 or the receiv-
ing position P6. In other words, the controller 41 may only
move at least an alignment member of the alignment
members 51A and 51B, which is located on the opposite
side to the staple part T, to the corresponding receiving
position P6.

<Third Variation>

[0110] Description will be made next about a sheet
processing device 3 (the sheet alignment mechanism 40)

according to the third variation of the present embodi-
ment. When the detection result of the detection mech-
anism 58 is the given value RT (preset value), the align-
ment members 51A and 51B are moved to the receiving
positions P6 in the above embodiment. However, rather
than or in addition to this control, the following control
may be executed.
[0111] That is, as shown in FIG. 8, the control section
41a controls and suspends sheet sheaf ejection to the
main exit tray 33 according to the height difference D.
The specific process is as follows. The control section
41a drives and controls the roller drive section 86 (step-
ping motor or the like) to rotate the plurality of main ejec-
tion section roller pairs 43, thereby ejecting a sheet P or
a sheet sheaf S to the main exit tray 33. Then, upon input
of a detection signal indicative of interception of the light
path from the detection mechanism 58, the control sec-
tion 41a controls the roller drive section 86 to suspend
rotation of the plural main ejection section roller pairs 43.
This suspends sheet sheaf ejection.
[0112] Detection of interception of the light path by the
detection mechanism 58 means that the height difference
D (see FIG. 11) reaches the allowable limit. Accordingly,
suspension of sheet sheaf ejection in response to the
detection signal from the detection mechanism 58 can
prevent collapse of sheet sheaves S stacked on the main
exit tray 33.
[0113] Rather than by suspending the main ejection
section roller pairs 43, sheet sheaf ejection may be sus-
pended by another method. In one example, the control
section 41a may suspend stapling by the stapler 38. In
another example, the control section 41a may request
the image forming apparatus main body 2 to suspend
sending of or image formation on a sheet P.
[0114] Alternatively, the detection mechanism 58 may
output a detection signal indicative of interception of the
light path to the control section 41a when the height dif-
ference D (see FIG. 11) exceeds the allowable limit. In
this case, the given value RT is an amount of rotation for
recognition that the height difference D exceeds the al-
lowable limit. Sheet sheaf ejection is suspended when
the height difference D exceeds the allowable limit, there-
by preventing collapse of sheet sheaves S stacked on
the main exit tray 33.
[0115] As described so far, in the sheet processing de-
vice 3 according to the third variation, the sheet alignment
mechanism 40 to align sheets P detects the height dif-
ference D in the topmost surface U of sheet sheaves S
stacked after stapling. As a result, an increase in the
number of members dedicated for detection of the height
deference D can be suppressed. Further, sheet sheaf
ejection to the main exit tray 33 is suspended according
to the height difference D to enable prevention of collapse
of sheet sheaves S stacked on the main exit tray 33.
[0116] It is noted that the above embodiments of the
present disclosure describes preferable modes of the im-
age forming apparatus 1 including the sheet processing
device 3 according to the present disclosure, to which
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any preferable technical limitations may be added. How-
ever, the technical scope of the present disclosure is not
limited to these modes unless otherwise specified in the
present description. The following variations (1)-(3) are
possible, for example. Further, each element in the above
embodiment of the present disclosure may be replaced
by any existing elements appropriately. Yet further, any
variation including combination with any other existing
element is possible. Thus, the above described embod-
iment of the present embodiment does not limit the con-
tent of the disclosure recited in the scope of claims.

(1) As described with reference to FIG. 2, each sheet
sheaf S is ejected to the main exit tray 33 so that the
staple part T is located closer to the alignment mem-
ber 51A than to the alignment member 51B. Alter-
natively, each sheet sheaf S may be ejected to the
exit tray 33 so that the staple part T is located closer
to the alignment member 51B than to the alignment
member 51A.
(2) The form of the alignment members 51A and 51B
is not limited to that shown in FIG. 2. Only required
for the alignment members 51A and 51B is to have
a flat surface for sheet alignment and a portion for
detection of the height difference D.
(3) The image forming apparatus main body 2 is, for
example, a multifunction peripheral having functions
of a copier, a printer, and/or a facsimile machine, a
copier, a printer, or a facsimile machine.

Claims

1. A sheet processing device, comprising:

an exit tray (33) on which ejected sheets (P) or
ejected sheet sheaves (S) subjected to stapling
are stacked; and
a sheet alignment mechanism (40) configured
to align, when at least a sheet (P) is ejected, the
sheets (P) in a manner to be in contact with and
catch opposite edges of the sheets (P) stacked
on the exit tray (33) from a base end side of the
exit tray (33),
characterised in that
when a sheet sheaf (S) is ejected, the sheet
alignment mechanism (40) comes in contact
with a plurality of points (A1, A2) on a topmost
surface (U) of the sheet sheaves (S) stacked on
the exit tray (33) to detect a height difference
(D) between the plurality of points (A1, A2).

2. A sheet processing device according to claim 1,
wherein
the plurality of points (A1, A2) include a first point
(A1) and a second point (A2), the first point (A1) be-
ing located in a raised region of the topmost surface
(U) of the sheet sheaves (S), and a second point

(A2) being located in a flat region of the topmost sur-
face (U) of the sheet sheaves (S).

3. A sheet processing device according to claim 2,
wherein
the sheet alignment mechanism (40) includes a pair
of alignment members (51A, 51B) and a detection
mechanism (58),
the pair of alignment members (51A, 51B) are inde-
pendently rotatable about an axial line in a shifting
direction orthogonal to an ejection direction in which
a sheet (P) is ejected and to a stacking direction in
which a sheet (P) is stacked, and
the detection mechanism (40) detects a difference
in amount of rotation between one and the other of
the pair of alignment members (51A, 51B) as a height
difference (D) between the first and second points
(A1, A2).

4. A sheet processing device according to claim 3,
wherein
the sheet alignment mechanism (40) further includes
a pair of rotary shafts (55A, 55B) capable of inde-
pendently rotating about the axial line,
the pair of alignment members (51A, 51B) are rela-
tively non-rotatably mounted on the pair of rotary
shafts (55A, 55B), and
the detection mechanism (58) includes:

a pair of to-be-detected members (85) arranged
between the pair of alignment members (51A,
51B) and relatively non-rotatably mounted on
the pair of rotary shafts (55A, 55B); and
a sensor (84) configured to detect a difference
in amount of rotation between one and the other
of the pair of to-be-detected members (85).

5. A sheet processing device according to claim 4,
wherein
the sensor (84) includes a light emitting element
(84a) and a light receiving element (84b), and
the light receiving element (84b) detects interception
of a path of light, which the light emitting element
(84a) emits, by one of the pair of to-be-detected
members (85).

6. A sheet processing device according to claim 3,
wherein
the sheet alignment mechanism (40) further includes
a pair of moving mechanisms (54A, 54B) configured
to move the pair of alignment members (51A, 51B)
in the shifting direction.

7. A sheet processing device according to claim 1, fur-
ther comprising:

a lifting controller (45) configured to lift up and
down the exit tray (33) so that a height of a corner
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of a topmost surface (U) of the sheet sheaves
(S), which is raised by staple parts (T) formed
in the stapling, is kept constant.

8. A sheet processing device according to claim 1, fur-
ther comprising:

a controller (41a) configured to control and sus-
pend sheet sheaf ejection to the exit tray (33)
according to the height difference (D).

9. An image forming apparatus, comprising:

a sheet processing device (3) according to claim
1; and
an image forming apparatus main body (2) con-
figured to form an image on the sheet (P).

10. A sheet processing device, comprising:

an exit tray (33) on which ejected sheets (P) or
ejected sheet sheaves (S) subjected to stapling
are stacked; and
a sheet alignment mechanism (40) configured
to align at least the sheets (P) stacked on the
exit tray (33) in a manner to move the sheets (P)
in a shifting direction orthogonal to an ejection
direction in which a sheet (P) is ejected and to
a stacking direction in which a sheet (P) is
stacked,
wherein the sheet alignment mechanism (40) in-
cludes:

a pair of alignment members (51A, 51B) ca-
pable of coming in contact with opposite end
parts of at least the sheets (P) in the shifting
direction; and
a pair of moving mechanisms (54A, 54B)
configured to move the pair of alignment
members (51A, 51B) in the shifting direc-
tion,

characterised in that
when the stapling is performed on one end parts
of sheet sheaves (S) in the shifting direction, one
of the pair of moving mechanisms (54A, 54B)
moves an alignment member of the pair of align-
ment members (51A, 51B), which is arranged
correspondingly to the other end parts of the
sheet sheaves (S) in the shifting direction, to a
receiving position (P6),
the receiving position (P6) is a position displaced
in the shifting direction from a reference position
(P3) to separate the alignment member from the
sheet sheaves (S), and
the reference position (P3) is a position where
the alignment member comes in contact with the
other end parts of the sheet sheaves (S).

11. A sheet processing device according to claim 10,
wherein
the sheet alignment mechanism (40) includes:

a pair of rotation mechanisms (57A, 57B); and
a detection mechanism (58) configured to detect
a difference in amount of rotation between one
and the other of the pair of alignment members
(51A, 51B) as a height difference (D) between
first and second points (A1, A2) on a topmost
surface (U) of the sheet sheaves (S),

the first point (A1) is closer to the one end parts of
the sheet sheaves (S) than the second point (A2),
the second point (A2) is closer to the other end parts
of the sheet sheaves (S) than the first point (A1),
one (57A) of the pair of rotation mechanisms (57A,
57B) rotates one (51A) of the pair of alignment mem-
bers (51A, 51B), which is arranged correspondingly
to the one end parts of the sheet sheaves (S), in the
stacking direction about a rotary shaft (56) extending
in the shifting direction above the exit tray (33) so
that the one (51A) of the pair of alignment members
(51A, 51 B) comes in contact with the first point (A1),
the other (57B) of the pair of rotation mechanisms
(57A, 57B) rotates the other (51B) of the pair of align-
ment members (51A, 51B), which is arranged cor-
respondingly to the other end parts of the sheet
sheaves (S), in the stacking direction about the rotary
shaft (56) so that the other (51B) of the pair of align-
ment members (51A, 51 B) comes in contact with
the second point (A2), and
when a detection result of the detection mechanism
(58) is a preset value, one (54B) of the pair of moving
mechanisms (54A, 54B) moves the alignment mem-
ber (51B) arranged correspondingly to the other end
parts of the sheet sheaves (S) to the receiving posi-
tion (P6).

12. A sheet processing device according to claim 11,
further comprising:

an ejection mechanism (43) configured to send
out a sheet (P) or a sheet sheaf (P) to the exit
tray (33); and
a lifting controller (45) configured to lift up and
down the exit tray (33) so that a height of a corner
of a topmost surface (U) of the sheet sheaves
(S), which is a corner raised by staple parts (T)
formed in the stapling, is kept constant relative
to at least one of a floor surface, the rotary shaft
(56), and the ejection mechanism (43) as a ref-
erence.

13. A sheet processing device according to claim 10,
wherein
a distance between the reference position (P3) and
the receiving position (P6) is in a range from 10 mm
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to 20 mm.

14. An image forming apparatus, comprising:

a sheet processing device (3) according to claim
10; and
an image forming apparatus main body (2) con-
figured to form an image on the sheet (P).

Patentansprüche

1. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung aufweisend:

ein Ausgabefach (33), auf welchem ausgewor-
fene Blätter (P) oder ausgeworfene geheftete
Blattbündel (S) gestapelt werden; und
einen Blattausrichtmechanismus (40), welcher
ausgebildet ist, beim Auswerfen mindestens ei-
nes Blattes (P), die Blätter (P) in einer Weise
auszurichten, um von einer Basisende-Seite
des Ausgabefaches (33) in Kontakt mit den auf
dem Ausgabefach (33) gestapelten Blättern (P)
zu sein und gegenüberliegende Ränder dieser
zu erfassen,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
wenn ein Blattbündel (S) ausgeworfen wird, der
Blattausrichtmechanismus (40) in Kontakt mit
einer Mehrzahl von Punkten (A1, A2) an einer
obersten Fläche (U) der auf dem Ausgabefach
(33) gestapelten Blattbündel (S) kommt, um ei-
ne Höhendifferenz (D) zwischen der Mehrzahl
von Punkten (A1, A2) zu ermitteln.

2. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
1, wobei
die Mehrzahl von Punkten (A1, A2) einen ersten
Punkt (A1) und einen zweiten Punkt (A2) aufweist,
wobei der erste Punkt (A1) in einem erhöhten Be-
reich der obersten Fläche (U) der Blattbündel (S)
angeordnet ist, und ein zweiter Punkt (A2) in einem
flachen Bereich der obersten Fläche (U) der Blatt-
bündel (S) angeordnet ist.

3. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
2, wobei
der Blattausrichtmechanismus (40) ein Paar von
Ausrichtelementen (51A, 51B) und einen Ermitt-
lungsmechanismus (58) aufweist,
das Paar von Ausrichtelementen (51A, 51B) unab-
hängig um eine axiale Linie in einer Verschieberich-
tung, welche orthogonal zu einer Auswurfrichtung,
in welcher ein Blatt (P) ausgeworfen wird, und zu
einer Stapelrichtung ist, in welcher ein Blatt (P) ge-
stapelt wird, drehbar ist, und
der Ermittlungsmechanismus (40) eine Differenz
des Drehbetrags zwischen dem einen und dem an-
deren des Paares von Ausrichtelementen (51A,

51B) als eine Höhendifferenz (D) zwischen dem ers-
ten Punkt und dem zweiten Punkt (A1, A2) ermittelt.

4. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
3, wobei
der Blattausrichtmechanismus (40) ferner ein Paar
von drehbaren Wellen (55A, 55B) aufweist, die un-
abhängig um die axiale Linie drehen können,
das Paar von Ausrichtelementen (51A, 51B) relativ
nicht-drehbar an dem Paar von drehbaren Wellen
(55A, 55B) montiert ist, und
der Ermittlungsmechanismus (58) aufweist:

ein Paar von zu ermittelnden Elementen (85),
die zwischen dem Paar von Ausrichtelementen
(51A, 51B) angeordnet sind und relativ nicht-
drehbar an dem Paar von drehbaren Wellen
(55A, 55B) montiert sind; und
einen Sensor (84), der ausgebildet ist, um eine
Differenz eines Drehbetrags zwischen dem ei-
nen und dem anderen des Paares von zu ermit-
telnden Elementen (85) zu ermitteln.

5. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
4, wobei
der Sensor (84) ein lichtemittierendes Element (84a)
und ein lichtaufnehmendes Element (84b) aufweist,
und
das lichtaufnehmende Element (84b) eine Unterbre-
chung eines Weges von Licht, das von dem lichte-
mittierenden Element (84a) emittiert wird, durch ei-
nes des Paares von zu ermittelnden Elementen (85)
detektiert.

6. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
3, wobei
der Blattausrichtmechanismus (40) ferner ein Paar
von Bewegungsmechanismen (54A, 54B) aufweist,
die ausgebildet sind, das Paar von Ausrichtelemen-
ten (51A, 51B) in der Verschieberichtung zu bewe-
gen.

7. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
1, ferner aufweisend:

eine Anhebe-Steuereinheit (45), welche ausge-
bildet ist, um das Ausgabefach (33) anzuheben
und abzusenken, sodass eine Höhe einer Ecke
einer obersten Fläche (U) der Blattbündel (S),
welche durch beim Heften gebildete Heftteile (T)
erhöht ist, konstant gehalten wird.

8. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
1, ferner aufweisend:

eine Steuereinheit (41a), welche ausgebildet ist,
gemäß der Höhendifferenz (D) das Auswerfen
von Blattbündeln auf das Ausgabefach (33) zu
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steuern und zu unterbrechen.

9. Eine Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung aufweisend:

eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung (3) gemäß
Anspruch 1; und
einen Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung-Hauptkörper
(2), welcher ausgebildet ist, ein Bild auf dem
Blatt (P) zu erzeugen.

10. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung aufweisend:

ein Ausgabefach (33), auf welchem ausgewor-
fene Blätter (P) oder ausgeworfene geheftete
Blattbündel (S) gestapelt werden; und
einen Blattausrichtmechanismus (40), welcher
ausgebildet ist, zumindest die auf dem Ausga-
befach (33) gestapelten Blätter (P) in einer Wei-
se auszurichten, sodass die Blätter (P) in einer
Verschieberichtung orthogonal zu einer Aus-
wurfrichtung, in welcher ein Blatt (P) ausgewor-
fen wird, und zu einer Stapelrichtung, in welcher
ein Blatt (P) gestapelt wird, bewegt werden,
wobei der Blattausrichtmechanismus (40) auf-
weist:

ein Paar von Ausrichtelementen (51A,
51B), die mit gegenüberliegenden Endtei-
len zumindest der Blätter (P) in der Ver-
schieberichtung in Kontakt kommen kön-
nen; und
ein Paar von Bewegungsmechanismen
(54A, 54B), welche ausgebildet sind, das
Paar von Ausrichtelementen (51A, 51B) in
der Verschieberichtung zu bewegen,

dadurch kennzeichnet, dass,
wenn das Heften an den einen Endteilen der
Blattbündel (S) in Verschieberichtung durchge-
führt wird, eines des Paares von Bewegungs-
mechanismen (54A, 54B) ein Ausrichtelement
des Paares von Ausrichtelementen (51A, 51B),
das entsprechend zu den anderen Endteilen der
Blattbündel (S) in Verschieberichtung angeord-
net ist, in eine Aufnehmposition (P6) bewegt,
die Aufnehmposition (P6) eine Position ist, die
in der Verschieberichtung von einer Referenz-
position (P3) versetzt ist, um das Ausrichtele-
ment von den Blattbündeln (S) zu separieren,
und
die Referenzposition (P3) eine Position ist, an
der das Ausrichtelement mit den anderen End-
teilen der Blattbündel (S) in Kontakt kommt.

11. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
10, wobei
der Blattausrichtmechanismus (40) aufweist:

ein Paar von Drehmechanismen (57A, 57B);
und
einen Ermittlungsmechanismus (58), welcher
ausgebildet ist, um eine Differenz des Drehbe-
trags zwischen dem einen und dem anderen des
Paares von Ausrichtelementen (51A, 51B) als
eine Höhendifferenz (D) zwischen dem ersten
Punkt und dem zweiten Punkt (A1, A2) an einer
obersten Fläche (U) der Blattbündel (S) zu er-
mitteln,

der erste Punkt (A1) näher zu den einen Endteilen
der Blattbündel (S) ist als der zweite Punkt (A2),
der zweite Punkt (A2) näher zu den anderen Endtei-
len der Blattbündel (S) ist als der erste Punkt (A1),
eines (57A) des Paares von Drehmechanismen
(57A, 57B) eines (51A) des Paares von Ausrichte-
lementen (51A, 51B), das entsprechend zu den ei-
nen Endteilen der Blattbündel (S) angeordnet ist, in
die Stapelrichtung um eine Drehwelle (56) dreht, die
sich in der Verschieberichtung über dem Ausgabe-
fach (33) erstreckt, sodass das eine (51A) des Paa-
res von Ausrichtelementen (51A, 51B) mit dem ers-
ten Punkt (A1) in Kontakt kommt,
das andere (57B) des Paares von Drehmechanis-
men (57A, 57B) das andere (51B) des Paares von
Ausrichtelementen (51A, 51B), das entsprechend zu
den anderen Endteilen der Blattbündel (S) angeord-
net ist, in die Stapelrichtung um die Drehwelle (56)
dreht, sodass das andere (51B) des Paares von Aus-
richtelementen (51A, 51B) mit dem zweiten Punkt
(A2) in Kontakt kommt, und
wenn ein Ermittlungsergebnis des Ermittlungsme-
chanismus (58) ein vorbestimmter Wert ist, einer
(54B) des Paares von Bewegungsmechanismen
(54A, 54B) das Ausrichtelement (51B), welches ent-
sprechend zu den anderen Endteilen der Blattbündel
(S) angeordnet ist, in die Aufnehmposition (P6) be-
wegt.

12. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
11, ferner aufweisend:

einen Auswerfmechanismus (43), welcher aus-
gebildet ist, ein Blatt (P) oder ein Blattbündel (P)
an das Ausgabefach (33) auszugeben; und
eine Anhebe-Steuereinheit (45), welche ausge-
bildet ist, um das Ausgabefach (33) anzuheben
und abzusenken, sodass eine Höhe einer Ecke
einer obersten Fläche (U) der Blattbündel (S),
welche durch beim Heften gebildete Heftteile (T)
erhöht ist, relativ zu zumindest einem aus einer
Bodenfläche, der Drehwelle (56) und dem Aus-
werfmechanismus (43) als eine Referenz kon-
stant gehalten wird.

13. Eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
10, wobei
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ein Abstand zwischen der Referenzposition (P3) und
der Aufnehmposition (P6) in einem Bereich von 10
mm bis 20 mm ist.

14. Eine Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung aufweisend:

eine Blattbearbeitungsvorrichtung (3) gemäß
Anspruch 10; und
einen Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung-Hauptkörper
(2), der ausgebildet ist, ein Bild auf dem Blatt
(P) zu erzeugen.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de traitement de feuille, comprenant :

un bac de sortie (33) sur lequel sont empilées
les feuilles éjectées (P) ou des liasses de feuilles
éjectées (S) soumises à un agrafage ; et
un mécanisme d’alignement de feuille (40) con-
figuré de façon à aligner, quand une feuille (P)
au moins est éjectée, les feuilles (P) de manière
à être en contact avec les bords opposés des
feuilles (P) empilées sur le bac de sortie (33), et
à les saisir, à partir d’un côté extrémité de base
du bac de sortie (33) ;

caractérisé en ce que :

quand une liasse de feuilles (S) est éjectée, le
mécanisme d’alignement de feuille (40) vient en
contact avec une pluralité de points (A1, A2) sur
la surface la plus élevée (U) des liasses de
feuilles (S) empilées sur le bac de sortie (33) de
façon à détecter une différence de hauteur (D)
entre la pluralité de points (A1, A2).

2. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel :

la pluralité de points (A1, A2) comprend un pre-
mier point (A1) et un deuxième point (A2), le
premier point (A1) étant situé dans une région
relevée de la surface la plus élevée (U) des lias-
ses de feuilles (S), et un deuxième point (A2)
étant situé dans une région plate de la surface
la plus élevée (U) des liasses de feuilles (S).

3. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 2, dans lequel :

le mécanisme d’alignement de feuille (40) com-
prend une paire d’éléments d’alignement (51A,
51B) et un mécanisme de détection (58);
la paire d’éléments d’alignement (51A, 51 B)
peuvent tourner de manière indépendante
autour d’une ligne axiale dans une direction de

décalage orthogonale à la direction d’éjection
dans laquelle une feuille (P) est éjectée, et à la
direction d’empilement dans laquelle une feuille
(P) est empilée ; et
le mécanisme de détection (40) détecte une dif-
férence de quantité de rotation entre l’un et
l’autre de la paire d’éléments d’alignement (51A,
51 B) comme étant la différence de hauteur (D)
entre les premier et deuxième points (A1, A2).

4. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 3, dans lequel :

le mécanisme d’alignement de feuille (40) com-
prend en outre une paire d’arbres rotatifs (55A,
55B) qui peuvent tourner de manière indépen-
dante autour de la ligne axiale ;
la paire d’éléments d’alignement (51A, 51 B)
sont montés de manière relativement non rota-
tive sur la paire d’arbres rotatifs (55A, 55B) ; et
le mécanisme de détection (58) comprend :

une paire d’éléments à détecter (85) agen-
cés entre les deux éléments d’alignement
(51A, 51 B) montés de manière relative-
ment non rotative sur la paire d’arbres rota-
tifs (55A, 55B) ; et
un détecteur (84) configuré de façon à dé-
tecter une différence de quantité de rotation
entre l’un et l’autre de la paire d’éléments à
détecter (85).

5. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 4, dans lequel :

le détecteur (84) comprend un élément d’émis-
sion de la lumière (84a) et un élément de récep-
tion de la lumière (84b) ; et
l’élément de réception de la lumière (84b) dé-
tecte une interception d’un trajet de lumière,
qu’émet l’élément d’émission de la lumière
(84a), par l’un de la paire d’éléments à détecter
(85).

6. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 3, dans lequel :

le mécanisme d’alignement de feuille (40) com-
prend en outre une paire de mécanismes de dé-
placement (54A, 54B) configurés de façon à dé-
placer la paire d’éléments d’alignement (51A,
51 B) dans la direction de décalage.

7. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 1, comprenant en outre :

un contrôleur de levage (45) configuré de façon
à lever et à abaisser le bac de sortie (33) de telle
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sorte que la hauteur d’un coin de la surface la
plus élevée (U) des liasses de feuille (S), qui est
relevé par des parties d’agrafe (T), formé lors
de l’agrafage, soit maintenue constante.

8. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 1, comprenant en outre :

un contrôleur (41 a) configuré de manière à com-
mander et à suspendre l’éjection d’une liasse
de feuilles vers le plateau de sortie (33) selon la
différence de hauteur (D).

9. Appareil de formation d’image, comprenant :

un dispositif de traitement de feuille (3) selon la
revendication 1 ; et
un corps principal d’appareil de formation d’ima-
ge (2) configuré de façon à former une image
sur la feuille (P).

10. Dispositif de traitement de feuille, comprenant :

un bac de sortie (33) sur lequel sont empilées
les feuilles éjectées (P) ou des liasses de feuilles
éjectées (S) soumises à un agrafage ; et
un mécanisme d’alignement de feuille (40) con-
figuré de façon à aligner au moins les feuilles
(P) empilées sur le bac de sortie (33) de manière
à déplacer les feuilles (P) dans une direction de
décalage orthogonale à la direction d’éjection
dans laquelle une feuille (P) est éjectée, et à une
direction d’empilement dans laquelle une feuille
(P) est empilée ;

dans lequel le mécanisme d’alignement de feuille
(40) comprend :

une paire d’éléments d’alignement (51A, 51 B)
qui peuvent venir en contact avec des parties
extrémités opposées des feuilles (P) au moins
dans la direction de décalage ; et
une paire de mécanismes de déplacement
(54A, 54B) configurés de façon à déplacer la
paire d’éléments d’alignement (51A, 51 B) dans
la direction de décalage ;

caractérisé en ce que :

lorsque l’agrafage est exécuté sur des parties
extrémités des liasses de feuille (S) dans la di-
rection de décalage, l’un de la paire des méca-
nismes de déplacement (54A, 54B) déplace un
élément d’alignement de la paire d’éléments
d’alignement (51A, 51 B), qui est agencé de ma-
nière correspondante sur les autres parties ex-
trémités des liasses de feuilles (S) dans la di-
rection de décalage, vers une position de récep-

tion (P6) ;
la position de réception (P6) est une position
déplacée dans la direction de décalage à partir
d’une position de référence (P3) de façon à sé-
parer l’élément d’alignement des liasses de
feuilles (S) ; et
la position de référence (P3) est une position où
l’élément d’alignement entre en contact avec les
autres parties extrémités des liasses de feuilles
(S).

11. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 10, dans lequel :

le mécanisme d’alignement de feuille (40)
comprend :

une paire de mécanismes de rotation (57A,
57B) ; et
un mécanisme de détection (58) configuré
de façon à détecter une différence de quan-
tité de rotation entre l’un et l’autre de la paire
d’éléments d’alignement (51A, 51 B) com-
me étant la différence de hauteur (D) entre
les premier et deuxième points (A1, A2) sur
la surface la plus élevée (U) des liasses de
feuilles (S) ;
le premier point (A1) est plus proche des
parties extrémités des liasses de feuilles (S)
que le deuxième point (A2) ;
le deuxième point (A2) est plus proche des
autres parties extrémités des liasses de
feuilles (S) que le premier point (A1) ;
l’un (57A) de la paire de mécanismes de
rotation (57A, 57B) fait tourner l’un (51A) de
la paire d’éléments d’alignement (51A, 51
B), qui est agencé de manière correspon-
dante par rapport aux parties extrémités
des liasses de feuilles (S), dans la direction
d’empilement autour d’un arbre rotatif (56)
qui s’étend dans la direction de décalage
au-dessus du bac de sortie (33) de telle sor-
te que l’un (51A) de la paire d’éléments d’ali-
gnement (51A, 51 B) entre en contact avec
le premier point (A1) ;
l’autre (57B) de la paire de mécanismes de
rotation (57A, 57B) fait tourner l’autre (51
B) de la paire d’éléments d’alignement
(51A, 51 B), qui est agencé de manière cor-
respondante par rapport aux autres parties
extrémités des liasses de feuilles (S), dans
la direction d’empilement autour de l’arbre
rotatif (56) de telle sorte que l’autre (51 B)
de la paire d’éléments d’alignement (51A,
51 B) entre en contact avec le deuxième
point (A2) ; et
quand un résultat de détection du mécanis-
me de détection (58) est une valeur préré-
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glée, l’un (54B) de la paire de mécanismes
de déplacement (54A, 54B) déplace l’élé-
ment d’alignement (51 B) agencé de ma-
nière correspondante par rapport aux
autres parties extrémités des liasses de
feuilles (S) vers la position de réception
(P6).

12. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 11, comprenant en outre :

un mécanisme d’éjection (43) configuré de fa-
çon à envoyer une feuille (P) ou une liasse de
feuilles (P) vers le bac de sortie (33) ; et
un contrôleur de levage (45) configuré de façon
à lever et à abaisser le bac de sortie (33) de telle
sorte que la hauteur d’un coin de la surface la
plus élevée (U) des liasses de feuille (S), qui est
un coin relevé par des parties d’agrafe (T), formé
lors de l’agrafage, soit maintenue constante par
rapport à l’un au moins d’une surface de plan-
cher, de l’arbre rotatif (56), et du mécanisme
d’éjection (43) en tant que référence.

13. Dispositif de traitement de feuille selon la revendi-
cation 10, dans lequel :

la distance entre la position de référence (P3)
et la position de réception (P6) se situe dans
une plage comprise entre 10 mm et 20 mm.

14. Appareil de formation d’image, comprenant :

un dispositif de traitement de feuille (3) selon la
revendication 10 ; et
un corps principal d’appareil de formation d’ima-
ge (2) configuré de façon à former une image
sur la feuille (P).
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